SAS Chairs Meeting Agenda Items

**Prep for March Meeting**

1:00

- Ballot update
- Process to address comments
  - Compiled, organized, distributed
  - WG’s begin formulating recos

Issues:
Potential for market fragmentation (already started vs. no clue)

**Marketing/Roll-out**

1:30

- **Manufacturer**
- **Education/Training** (GSN??) Walt Marston, Bill Stough

- **Customers**
- **Branding**
- **Scorecard results/EPD**
- **Recommended spec language** (see issue above re: fragmentation)
  - GSA, CA, MN, USGBC, PWGSC

- **OMB Green Purchasing Policy comment period**

2:15

- **FTC Environmental Marketing Guidelines**

2:30

**Use Tools**

Tools work group
Credit interpretation process